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Abstract: In this paper, we present a method to assess the influence of the initial reservoir level in
hydrological dam safety and risk analysis. Traditionally, in professional practice, the procedures
applied are basically deterministic. Several physical processes are defined deterministically, according
to the criteria of the designer (usually in the conservative side), although there is a high degree of
uncertainty regarding these processes. A relevant variable is the reservoir level considered at the
beginning of flood events. Hydrological dam safety assessment methods traditionally assume that
the reservoir is initially full when it receives the design flood, thus, staying in the conservative side
when designing a new dam. However, the distribution of reservoir levels at the beginning of flood
episodes takes more importance for evaluating the real risk for the dams in operation. We analyzed
three different scenarios—initial reservoir level equal to maximum normal level, equal to a maximum
conservation level, and following the probability distribution from the historical records. To do so,
we presented a method applied to a gated-spillway dam located in the Tagus river basin. A set of
100,000 inflow hydrographs was generated through a Monte Carlo procedure, by reproducing the
statistics of the main observed hydrograph characteristics—peak flow, volume, and duration. The set
of 100,000 hydrographs was routed through the reservoir applying the Volumetric Evaluation Method
as a flood control strategy. In order to compare the three scenarios, we applied an economic global
risk index. The index combines the hydrological risk for the dam, linked to the maximum water level
reached in the reservoir, during the flood routing, and the flood risk in the downstream river reach,
linked to the discharge releases from the dam. The results showed the importance of accounting for
the fluctuation of initial reservoir levels, for assessing the risk related to hydrological dam safety.
Furthermore, a procedure to quantify the uncertainty associated with the effects of initial reservoir
level on hydrological dam safety, has been proposed.

Keywords: dam; initial reservoir level; hydrological dam safety; downstream safety; global risk
index; stochastic approach

1. Introduction

Failure of large dams is a concern in many countries, due to the high economic and social
consequences associated with it. When designing a dam, engineers usually apply techniques to assure
that the risk of dam failure is low, but the standards are applied differently, depending on the country
in which the dam is located [1]. Even though the risk is low, the associated risk should be recalculated,
as the legal regulations, climate conditions, basin, and dam characteristics may vary with time [2].

The field of dam risk assessment has evolved, worldwide, with the appearance of different guides
and procedures in several countries [3–5], to support dam stake-holders in the decision-making process
related to dam safety. It is also well-known that, due to the high variability of the natural processes,
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the assessment of dam safety introduces uncertainties that should be assessed as a part of the process.
However, analyzing this uncertainty is a complex task [6–8].

Moreover, human actions also provide additional sources of uncertainty to the analysis. By the
use of probabilistic approaches, variability of the variables involved can be assessed [9–13]. One such
variable related to human actions is the variability of the initial reservoir level, due to its connection to
the operation of reservoirs. As stated by different authors [14–17], this variable should be assessed
to obtain more realistic results, when it comes to the analysis of hydrological dam and downstream
safety. Carvajal et al. [14] studied three real dams, with different levels of reservoir fluctuation and
spillways, whereas Aranda Domingo [15] and Gabriel-Martin et al. [16,17] studied one irrigation dam
each. All concluded that accounting for reservoir levels fluctuations is desirable, moreover, when the
dam is operated on a seasonal basis as reservoirs, its main purpose is irrigation, regardless of the
spillway and dam typology.

Within this study, we proposed a methodology to economically analyze the affection of the initial
reservoir level, in hydrological dams and downstream safety, by the application of economic risk
indices [6,18]. Furthermore, the uncertainty associated with the initial variable level has been studied
through a novel approach, for the case study. First, a stochastic procedure has been presented. Then,
we applied this methodology to a dam configuration based on a real case study. Finally, we analyzed
and discussed the results obtained, highlighting the main conclusions of this study.

2. Materials and Methods

A probabilistic approach was implemented (Figure 1), based on a Monte Carlo approach (dotted
points in Figure 1). The process was as follows:

• Generation of synthetic inflow hydrographs: An ensemble of synthetic inflow hydrographs
representative of the observed historical annual maximum floods was generated.

• Stochastic initial reservoir level assignment: Depending on the scenario studied (a total of three,
as explained in Section 2.2), an initial reservoir level was assigned to each inflow hydrograph.
Furthermore, an uncertainty analysis of the variable initial reservoir level (Scenario 3) was
carried out.

• Reservoir-Dam flood operation: For each analyzed scenario (a total of three), the ensemble of
hydrographs was routed through the reservoir, obtaining a set of maximum reservoir levels and
maximum outflows.

• Risk-Index analysis: By using a global risk index analysis [6,18], we compared all the
scenarios studied.
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2.1. Generation of Synthetic Reservoir Inflow Hydrographs

In several countries, regulations require consideration of return periods of up to 10,000 years [1].
To assure that the results obtained were representative, a set of 100,000 hydrographs was
generated [19–22], by applying a methodology previously presented by Gabriel–Martin et al. [16].
This methodology permitted the obtainment of stochastic inflow hydrographs, representative of the
observed annual floods. The methodology can be summed up as follows (cf. Gabriel–Martin et al. [16]):

1. Generation of 100,000 flood event durations, following the empirical probability distribution of
historical floods.

2. For each element of the 100,000 generated durations, the respective hydrograph volume
was obtained, following the statistic distribution of the associated duration within a Monte
Carlo framework.

3. Each flood volume value was converted to a cumulated rainfall depth, divided by the basin area,
and a runoff-rainfall conversion was applied on the basis of the Curve Number method [23].

4. Each cumulated rainfall depth was distributed temporally by applying a second order
autoregressive second order moving average (ARMA (2,2)) model [22].

5. Applying the Curve Number method [23] and the Soil Conservation Service dimensionless unit
hydrograph procedure [23], 100,000 hydrographs were generated, which followed the empirical
probability distributions of volume and duration.

2.2. Initial Reservoir Level Scenarios and Uncertainty Analysis

In order to assess the influence of initial reservoir levels, we studied three different scenarios:

• Scenario 1 (Sc. 1): For all 100,000 hydrographs, the initial reservoir level was set equal to the
Maximum Normal Level (MNL). MNL is a constant level, and refers to the maximum acceptable
level in the reservoir, under ordinary operation. This reservoir level was set in the design phase
of the dam.

• Scenario 2 (Sc. 2): For all 100,000 hydrographs, initial reservoir level was set equal to the Flood
Control Level (FCL). FCL is the level which cannot be overpassed under ordinary operation of
the reservoir (prior to a flood event), assuring that the design flood does not compromise the
hydrological dam safety. We defined this level as the initial reservoir level that, after routing
the set of 100,000 synthetic flood events through the reservoir, which resulted in a maximum
water reservoir level with a return period of 1000 years (MWRLTR = 1000y), which was equal to the
Design Flood Level (DFL), fulfilling the regulation standards. FCL is always lower or equal to the
MNL, as it is usually defined to fulfill the regulation standards that are set in the years after the
construction of the dam.

• Scenario 3 (Sc. 3): First, following Gabriel-Martin et al. [16] we associated each one of the 100,000
hydrographs to a month of occurrence, using the empirical distribution of months of occurrence
of historical annual maximum floods. Then, for each one of the 100,000 hydrographs, a variable
initial reservoir level was assigned. To do so, we first analyzed daily reservoir level measurements
in the reservoir. We removed the period of filling-up of the reservoir, as it did not represent the
normal operation of the reservoir [5]. Then, we obtained the empirical monthly distribution of the
historical reservoir levels. Using this distribution, we generated a set of 100,000 initial reservoir
levels, each one associated with each month, in the aforementioned series of 100,000 months, and,
consequently, to each one of the 100,000 inflow hydrographs.

Finally, in order to assess the uncertainty associated with the initial reservoir level, we carried out
a set of 1000 simulations of Sc.3, within a Monte Carlo framework (Figure 1). This way, we were able
to evaluate how the variability of this variable affected the hydrological dam and downstream safety.
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2.3. Reservoir-Dam Flood Operation

For each generated hydrograph (100,000 incoming floods) and scenario, we simulated the
operation of the dam gates applying the Volumetric Evaluation Method (VEM) [6,24,25]. VEM is
a real-time flood control method usually applied in Spanish dams. This method is based on four
principles:

• Outflows are lower than or equal to the maximum antecedent inflows.
• Outflows increase when inflows increase.
• The higher the reservoir level, the higher the percentage of outflow increase.
• If the reservoir is at maximum capacity, outflows are equal to inflows while gates are

partially opened.

The released outflow at each operation hour (time step) was the minimum among: (a) the outflows
proposed by VEM, (b) the maximum discharge capacity at the current reservoir level, and (c) the
maximum of the antecedent inflows. Once the gates were completely opened, the spillway structure
behaved as a fixed-crest spillway. The initial reservoir level depended on the scenario studied.
After applying the VEM to all scenarios, we obtained the following results for each scenario:

• Scenario 1 and Scenario 2: For each scenario we obtained a set of 100,000 reservoir level and
100,000 outflow flood control time series, from which we derived the Maximum Water Reservoir
Levels (MWRL) and Maximum Outflows (MO) frequency curves.

• Scenario 3: In this scenario, due to the uncertainty assessment, we obtained a set of 1000
MWRL and MO frequency curves, derived from 1000 sets of 100,000 reservoir level and outflow
time series.

2.4. Risk Index Analysis

To carry out an economic assessment of the obtained results, we implemented the global risk
index (IR) analysis proposed by Bianucci et al. [18]. This method accounts for a single indicator of the
global risk associated with the MWRL and MO. To do so, it relies on the concept of expected annual
damage (EAD) [26]. EAD is frequently used for quantifying the damage associated with floods [18].
It represents the area under the damage-probability curve, which is calculated as follows (Equation (1)):

EAD = ∑M−1
i=1

(
pi − pi+1

)
· (Di + Di+1)

2
, (1)

where M represents the number of points of probability-damage considered in the curve, p represents
the exceedance probability and D is the associated damage. We applied the EAD concept to obtain
two different indices—one related to the failure of the dam due to overtopping (IF), and the second
one associated with the damage (without dam failure) caused by the resulting outflows from the dam
flood control operation (INF). Once the two indices were obtained, we calculated the global risk index
(IR) as the aggregation of both indices [6,18] (Equation (2)):

IR = IF + INF, (2)

where IF, INF, and IR are expressed in euros. To obtain both IF and INF, we applied Equations (3) and
(4) respectively:

IF = ∑N−1
i=1 (p(MWRLi)− p(MWRLi+1))·

(
DMWRL

(
MWRLi + MWRLi+1

2

))
, (3)

INF = ∑N−1
i=1 (p(MOi)− p(MOi+1))·

(
DMO

(
MOi + MOi+1

2

))
, (4)
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where DMWRL and DMO are the damage functions (expressed in euros) for failure and non-failure
respectively, the index i represents the position of the sorted series (ascending order up to N, which is
equal to 100,000 in the current study) of MWRLs and MOs and p represents the exceedance probability.

Therefore, to apply the global risk index methodology, it is necessary to obtain the damage cost
curves (DMWRL and DMO). To do so, we proceeded as follows:

1. Damage cost curve associated with overtopping dam failure: It is important to highlight the
difference between the risk of damage associated with MOs and MWRLs. While in the case of
MOs, there is an actual damage associated with a determined flow, reaching a certain MWRL
might not have a damage associated [18]. Thus, reaching a certain reservoir level does not have
to result into the dam failing, but there is a risk of failing. Therefore, following the approach
proposed by Bianucci et al. [18], we calculated the damage cost curve as (Equation (5)):

DMWRL(MWRLi) = p(break|MWRLi)·Costbreak, (5)

where Costbreak represents the damage cost if the dam fails (expressed in euros), whereas
p(break|MWRLi) is the probability of overtopping failure conditioned to reaching a certain
level in the reservoir (MWRLi). Costbreak was estimated as the cost of reconstruction of the
dam aggregated to the estimated downstream damage, when overtopping failure occurred.
We considered Costbreak as a constant value, as we only had data of the estimated downstream
damage associated with the flood wave caused by the overtopping failure mode, accounted by the
Dam Master Plan (failure when reservoir level is at Crest of Dam (COD)). The p(break|MWRLi),
according to Bianucci et al. [18] can be represented as the probability of reaching the reservoir
level at COD, once MWRLi has been reached during a flood event (Equation (6)):

p(break|MWRL i) = p(MWRLMAX ≥ COD|MWRL i) =
n events MWRLMAX ≥ COD

n events MWRLMAX ≥ MWRLi
(6)

This expression was estimated by routing 100,000 synthetic floods (applying the methodology
shown in Section 2.1), with a moderate to extreme return period of peak-flow (10 to 200,000 years).
By assuming that overtopping leads to dam failure, p (break|MWRLi) was calculated as the
number of events in which MWRLMAX ≥ COD, over the number of events in which MWRLMAX

≥MWRLi.
2. Damage cost curves associated with non-failure: Regarding DMO was estimated that by analyzing

the possible damages downstream, based on the information included in the Spanish National
GIS viewer about flood risk assessments through flood plain analysis [27].

2.5. Limitations of the Methodology

The methodology applied had some limitations that should be noted:

1. Regarding the inflow hydrographs, the limitations of the methodology were those discussed
in [16]: The assumption that the maximum annual flood event corresponded to the maximum
annual peak-flow, the independence in the distribution fitting of maximum annual volumes,
and not considering the snowmelt in the hydrological model. Furthermore, we generated the
synthetic hydrographs by using a sample of 55 years of observed local data. It is important
to point out that, if possible, paleo flood data or regionalization techniques should be used to
improve the accuracy of the method [5].

2. Regarding the flood control operation method (VEM), it has the advantage of simplicity. However,
it lacks the flexibility of being adapted to the specific characteristics of the dam, other than
the flood control volume. Other flood control management models could have been tested,
for instance the K-Method [6].
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3. Regarding the risk index analysis, we assumed a constant value of Costbreak. According to the
available data, we did not consider the dependence of the water height and volume in the reservoir
on the downstream floods. In this case, the Costbreak could be defined as a function of MWRLs.
The reader is referred to [2,5,28] for further details on this approach. Furthermore, there also
existed uncertainties with the estimation of downstream damages (for example, the uncertainties
associated with hydraulic calculations of the inundation zone in the event of a dam failure).

4. The methodology was applied to one dam with a specific configuration, which can limit the
extrapolation of the results obtained within this study. For instance, results related to the initial
reservoir level could vary if there were modifications in the regular operation of the reservoir
and seasonal variations in the flood control levels were accounted (cf. [14,16,17]). Furthermore,
possibility of gate failure was not considered [16].

2.6. Case Study

The proposed methodology was applied in a case study, based on a gated-spillway gravity dam
located in the Tagus river basin. The dam was located in Western Spain (province of Caceres). The dam
watershed has an extension of 1850 km2. The climate within the area of the study was Continental,
with a mean annual precipitation of 1000 mm and a mean annual runoff value of 1020 hm3. The main
purpose of the reservoir was irrigation.

Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the dam and its reservoir. The dam’s main spillway
consisted of five Tainter gates, which were ten meters wide by 5.75 m high, each. The other operative
discharge structure considered was a bottom outlet in the dam body.

Table 1. Characteristic reservoir levels (in meters above sea level (m.a.s.l.)) and spillway of the dam
configuration studied.

Reservoir Levels (m.a.s.l.) Maximum Outflow Capacity at
Maximum Normal Level (MNL) (m3/s)

Gated spillway crest 380.25 Gated-spillway 2200Maximum Normal Level (MNL) 386
Design flood level (DFL) 387

Bottom outlet 57Crest of dam (COD) 388

To carry out the study, we used a gauge station located at the dam location, with the available data
on the daily inflows and reservoir volumes from 1958/1959 to 2012/2013 (hydrological years, from 1
October to 30 September). With these data, we were able to generate the synthetic inflow hydrographs
and obtain the statistic distributions of the initial reservoir levels for Sc. 3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Generation of Synthetic Reservoir Inflow Hydrographs

We generated 100,000 reservoir inflow hydrographs, stochastically, using the available 55 years of
daily reservoir inflow data (1958/59–2012/13). First, as exposed in the methodology, we obtained the
empirical probability distribution of maximum annual flood durations. The durations were within the
range of three to nine days, the most frequent values being five and six days (comprising 47.3% of the
observed values). With a Monte Carlo procedure, we generated a set of 100,000 hydrograph durations
(Figure 2a).
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(d) Sample of 100,000 simulated floods (red dots) plotted with the observed floods (blue-edged circles).

We calculated the volume frequency curves (VFCs), each one associated with one duration (from
three to nine days). We fitted them to a Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution, with the
estimated parameters, using the L-Moments technique [29]. All fitted statistic distributions passed the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness of fit test. Figure 2b shows the fits (p-Values were within the range
of 0.997 to 0.999, for all durations). Then, we generated the 100,000 hydrographs as exposed in the
methodology. To assure the validity of the sample generated, we obtained the synthetic peak flow
frequency curve (PFFC), in order to compare it with the synthetic generated one (at an hourly time
step). We estimated the instantaneous observed peak flows, using the equation recommended in the
literature for the Tagus river basin area [28] (Equation (7)):

IMF = MDF·
(

1 + 5.01·A−0.38
)

, (7)

where IMF and MDF are the instantaneous maximum flow and the maximum annual mean daily
flow respectively (m3/s) and A is the watershed area in km2 [27]. We also fitted the pseudo-observed
instantaneous PFFC to a GEV distribution using L-Moments technique [29], which also passed
Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness of fit test with a p-Value of 0.997. Then, by using the Gringorten
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plotting position formula [30], we compared the 100,000 peak flows (synthetic PFFC) of the sample
generated with the pseudo-observed PFFC (Figure 2c). Finally, Figure 2d shows the peak flow volume
relationship between the observed and the generated sample, showing how the synthetic events
properly represent the main hydrograph characteristics.

3.2. Initial Reservoir Level Assesment

In order to assess the initial reservoir level, we carried out an analysis of the observed data:

1. First, we analyzed in which months the annual maximum mean daily flow occurred (from
the hydrological year of 1958/1959 to 2012/2013) and obtained the probability distribution of
occurrence of the monthly annual floods (Figure 3a).

2. Then, we analyzed the daily reservoir volumes to obtain the initial reservoir volume frequency
distributions. We discarded the reservoir data from 1958/1959 to 1965/1966, as, in those years,
the reservoir was filling-up and did not represent the normal operation years. We also checked
that no significant changes in the reservoir operation strategy had happened during the analyzed
period (1966/1967 to 2012/2013). To do so, we calculated the cumulative monthly supply,
cumulative monthly storage, and cumulative monthly ratio of supply over storage (Figure 3b,
from left to right). It is shown that the relations are almost linear, being the small variations due
to the natural variability of inflows.

3. Finally, we obtained the cumulative frequency distribution of exceedance of the monthly daily
reservoir levels, using the reservoir level time series from 1966/1967 to 2012/2013 (Figure 3c).
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Figure 3. Initial reservoir level assessment. (a) Occurrence probability of monthly maximum annual
flood. (b) Cumulative monthly supply, storage, and supply over storage values. The whole period
is represented in grey (1958/1959 to 2012/2013), whereas the selected period is represented in
red (1966/1967 to 2012/2013). (c) Empirical monthly reservoir level distributions associated with
each month in (a). Different color lines (red, green, blue, and cyan) represent the observed (Obs.)
reservoir level distribution. Grey lines represent the 1000 simulations of monthly initial reservoir levels
distributions for Scenario 3. Scenario 1 is represented in a black continuous line, whereas Scenario 2 is
represented in a dashed black line.

As exposed in the methodology, we analyzed three different scenarios:

• Scenario 1: For all the 100,000 hydrographs, the initial reservoir level was set at MNL (386 m
above sea level (m.a.s.l.)) and corresponded to a volume in the reservoir of 924 hm3 (vertical black
continuous line, in Figure 3c).

• Scenario 2: For all the 100,000 hydrographs, the initial reservoir level was set at FCL (384 m.a.s.l.)
and corresponded to a volume in the reservoir of 841.9 hm3 (black vertical dashed line in Figure 3c).
As exposed in the methodology, we calculated this initial reservoir level as the one that resulted
in MWRLTR = 1000y = DFL.

• Scenario 3. For each one of the 100,000 hydrographs, a variable initial reservoir level was assigned
within a Monte Carlo framework and a set of 100,000 initial reservoir levels were generated.
We repeated this procedure 1000 times to obtain 1000 frequency distributions of monthly initial
reservoir volumes (in red in Figure 3c).

In Figure 3c, it can be seen that the annual fluctuation of the reservoir is reflected in the cumulative
probability frequency curves. The reservoir presented the lowest levels in October (discarding from
June to September, months in which no floods were registered), due to the end of irrigation season.
This operation policy might be of importance when analyzing the influence of the initial reservoir
level, as pointed by Gabriel–Martin et al. [16] and Carvajal et al. [14].

3.3. Maximum Water Reservoir Level and Maximum Outflow Frequency Curves

As exposed in the methodology, we obtained 100,000 MWRLs and 100,000 MOs for Sc. 1 (red in
Figure 4) and Sc. 2 (green lines in Figure 4), whereas we obtained 1000 sets (to analyze uncertainty
related to the initial variable reservoir level) of 100,000 MWRLs and 100,000 MOs for Sc. 3 (each one
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of the 1000 sets is represented in grey, within Figure 4, whereas the mean of the 100,000 simulations
is represented in a blue continuous line and the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles are represented in blue
dashed lines).
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The most adverse situation regarding the hydrological dam and downstream safety was Sc. 1
(Figure 4). DFL was reached at a return period of 751 years, with an initial reservoir level of 386 m.a.s.l.
Setting FCL at 384 m.a.s.l. (Sc. 2), the DFL was reached at a return period of 1000 years. In Sc. 3,
the DFL was reached by the median MWRL frequency curve at 5647 years, whereas the 1000 frequency
curves reached the DFL between 3710 and 9470 years. Overtopping occurred at 4427 and 5840 years in
Scenario 1 and 2, respectively, whereas no overtopping occurred up to a 10,000 years of return period
in Scenario 3.

When analyzing the MO frequency curves, the maximum capacity at MNL (2428 m3/s) was
reached at a return period of 87 years in Sc. 1, 111 years in Sc. 2, and 831 years for the median of the
1000 frequency curves. The 1000 frequency curves reached 2428 m3/s between 709 and 1092 years.

In order to evaluate how the initial reservoir level affected the hydrological dam and downstream
safety in terms of return period, we calculated an indicator proposed by Gabriel–Martin et al. [16],
to analyze how the initial variable level affected the hydrological dam and downstream safety.
This indicator represented the return period which corresponded to the same MWRL or MO that had a
return period of 1000 years if MNL was assumed to be the initial reservoir level (Sc. 1), represented
as TrVAR. In the case study, for the median MWRL frequency curve, TrVAR. was equal to 7063 years,
whereas for the MO frequency curve, TrVAR. was equal to 7064 years. This behavior was similar to
the ones obtained in previous studies, in which this indicator went from 3200 to 9000 years [14–16],
for reservoirs whose main purpose was irrigation.

It should be highlighted that, if uncertainty due to the initial reservoir level is evaluated,
the variation of this indicator could be seen. TrVAR. ranged from a minimum of 4902 years to a
maximum of 12,320 years, being the same minimum and maximum value in the case study of both
MWRLs and MOs. This procedure is helpful to have an order of magnitude of how the initial reservoir
level can influence the hydrological dam and downstream safety, but uncertainty should be accounted
for, for more detailed results.
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To analyze the uncertainty associated with the initial reservoir level, we carried out an analysis
similar to the one proposed by Flores et al. [31]. We analyzed the different values associated with a
given return period of MWRL (Table 2; represented as the height water above the Flood Control Level
(m) for the sake of clarity) and MO (Table 3), obtaining the 25% percentile (Q1), the 50% percentile
(Q2 or median), and the 75% percentile (Q3) quartiles. Moreover, in order to quantify the uncertainty
of the estimations, the interquartile range (IQR) was calculated. The IQR is the difference between the
upper and lower quartiles and permits the measurement of statistical dispersion.

Table 2. Values of the first (Q1), second (Q2), third (Q3) quartiles, the interquartile range (IQR), and the
relative value of the IQR, against Q2, for different return periods (Tr) of maximum water reservoir
levels. Values are represented as the water height above the Flood Control Level.

Tr (years) Q1
(m)

Q2
(m)

Q3
(m)

IQR
(m)

IQR/Q2
(%)

100 1.748 1.753 1.757 0.009 0.5
1000 2.050 2.075 2.093 0.043 2.1
5000 2.865 2.925 2.989 0.123 4.2

10,000 3.222 3.340 3.424 0.202 6.0

Table 3. Values of the first (Q1), second (Q2), third (Q3) quartiles, the interquartile range IQR, and the
relative value of the IQR against Q2, for different return periods (Tr) of maximum outflows.

Tr (years) Q1
(m3/s)

Q2
(m3/s)

Q3
(m3/s)

IQR
(m3/s)

IQR/Q2
(%)

100 1200.3 1212.8 1222.8 22.5 1.9
1000 2455.8 2472.5 2483.3 27.5 1.1
5000 2949.5 2986.4 3025.4 76.0 2.5

10,000 3174.6 3250.1 3303.6 129 4.0

It can be seen how the uncertainty increased considerably, after a return period of 1000 years
(Figure 4 and Table 2; Table 3). This behavior can be related to the configuration of spillway studied.
Gated-spillway dams are designed with a maximum outflow capacity. When the outflow capacity
corresponding to the MNL is reached, the VEM is not able to maintain the target reservoir level
by operating the gates, the gates open, and floods cannot be controlled, which results into more
variability. Furthermore, this variability is possibly related to the size of the sample of synthetic inflow
hydrographs used (100,000), as shown by other authors, when studying stochastic approaches for
deriving flood frequency curves [19–22]. We found out that the effect of the initial reservoir level on
the MWRL and MO frequency curves have a small uncertainty (IQR/Q2 < 2.1%) for return periods
below 1000 years, by using a 100,000 inflow hydrographs and 100,000 initial reservoir levels.

3.4. Risk Index Analysis

Finally, we quantified the influence of the initial reservoir variability in dam and downstream
safety, by applying the global risk index procedure [18]. To do so, we obtained damage cost curves
DMWRL (Figure 5a) and DMO (Figure 5b). By applying the procedure explained in the methodology,
we were able to obtain the IF, INF, and IR, for the different scenarios. Figure 5c presents the values IF,
INF, and IR associated with Sc. 1 and Sc. 2, and the median values of the 1000 simulations of Sc. 3.
With regards to the different risk index values, we obtained the following results:

• Failure risk index (IF): In the case of Sc. 1, IF had a value of 526.4 × 103 euros, whereas in Sc. 2
IF reduced to 242.6 × 103 euros. Regarding Sc. 3, the median value of IF in the 1000 simulations
was 85.2 × 103 euros, with values ranging from 77.6 × 103 euros to 99.0 × 103 euros (minimum
and maximum value respectively). Therefore, IF reduced its value by 83.8% from Sc. 1 to Sc. 3,
and 64.8% from Sc. 2 to Sc. 1.
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• Non failure risk index (INF): In the case of Sc. 1, INF had a value of 1442.6 × 103 euros, whereas
in Sc. 2, INF reduced to 978.1 × 103 euros. Regarding Sc. 3, the median value of INF in the 1000
simulations was 89.8 × 103 euros, with values ranging from 83.6 × 103 euros to 94.0 × 103 euros
(minimum and maximum value, respectively). Therefore, INF reduced its value by 94% from Sc. 1
to Sc. 3, and 91% from Sc. 2 to Sc. 1.

• Global risk index (IR): In the case of Sc. 1, IR had a value of 1968.9 × 103 euros, whereas in Sc.
2 IR was reduced to 1220.7 × 103 euros. Regarding Sc. 3, the median value of IR in the 1000
simulations was 175.1 × 103 euros, with values ranging from 163.7 × 103 euros to 191.6 × 103

euros (minimum and maximum value respectively). Therefore, IR reduced its value by 91% from
Sc. 1 to Sc. 3, and 86% from Sc. 2 to Sc. 1.
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Figure 5. Damage cost curves. (a) Damage cost curves associated with maximum water reservoir levels.
(b) Damage cost curves associated with maximum outflows. (c) Values of dam failure (IF, red bars),
non-failure (INF, blue bars), and global (IR, black bars) risk index, for each of the three scenarios.
Colored lines are added for a better comparison between the scenarios and the risk indices.

We quantified the uncertainty related to IF, INF, and IR with a similar procedure as the one
discussed in Section 3.3, shown in Table 4. There is an uncertainty of 6.6%, 3.2%, and 4.2% associated
with IF, INF, and IR, respectively, regarding the initial reservoir level. The value of uncertainty of IF

was higher than the uncertainty associated with INF. When evaluating IF, the MWRLs values that had
more importance for the risk index were those related to the extreme return periods (as can be seen
in Figure 5a, there was no risk of damage below MNL). Therefore, the part of the MWRL frequency
curve (Figure 4a) which was affected by the index in Sc. 3, was the one related to return periods over
1000 years, in which the uncertainty increased (Table 2). However, when evaluating INF, it could be
seen that the damage (Figure 4b) started for values which correspond to medium return periods in
Sc. 3 (from 40 years of the return period (Figure 4b)). As these values had less uncertainty (Table 3)
and a higher value of exceedance probability (Figure 4b) than those affecting the IF (Figure 4a and
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Table 2), uncertainty was higher in IF than INF, being the uncertainty of IR between both values (as a
consequence of Equation (2)).

Table 4. Values of the minimum, maximum, first (Q1), second (Q2), third (Q3) quartiles, the interquartile
range (IQR), and the relative value of the IQR against Q2, for the dam failure (IF), non-failure (INF),
and the global (IR) risk index.

Risk
Index

Minimum
(103 €)

Maximum
(103 €)

Q1
(103 €)

Q2
(103 €)

Q3
(103 €)

IQR
(103 €)

IQR/Q2
(%)

IF 77.6 99.0 82.5 85.2 88.2 5.6 6.6
INF 83.6 94.0 88.3 89.8 91.1 2.8 3.2
IR 163.7 191.6 171.2 175.1 178.6 7.4 4.2

It is important to point out that we did not consider the other aspects that might have an impact
on the risk index analysis, such as the probability of failure due to blockage or malfunction of gates [16].
This would have resulted in higher values of MWRLs, for lower return periods [16], thus, resulting in
higher values of INF, for all scenarios. Furthermore, this analysis could be complemented with studies
of human loss of life, with societal risk indices [2,5], for a full comprehensive risk analysis.

4. Conclusions

The proposed methodology permitted the assessment of the influence of the initial reservoir level,
the uncertainty related to this variable, and its influence in economic risk indices, through a stochastic
procedure. The results obtained showed that:

• For the case study, considering that the fluctuation of the initial reservoir level provided a more
realistic assessment of a hydrological dam and downstream safety. When a conventional approach
was used (initial reservoir level equal to Maximum Normal Level), the Design Flood Level was
reached at a return period of 751 years, which, therefore, did not fulfill the regulation standards
(1000 years). However, when the initial reservoir level was accounted for, the results showed
that the Design Flood Level was not reached in any of the set of 100,000 simulations carried out.
When analyzing a portfolio of different reservoirs, a dam that might seem safer than others, at first,
might not be so, if this variable was included in the analysis (for example, in an extreme case,
comparing a hydroelectric dam—which is usually full—with a flood control reservoir—which is
usually empty). Thus, this methodology can help stakeholders when carrying out decisions about
prioritizing their investments.

• The influence of initial variable reservoir level on the maximum reservoir water level and
maximum outflows frequency curves, observed in this case study, was within the range of other
case studies conducted in previous research works [14–16]. In this case study, the return period
considering the variable of initial reservoir for the value corresponding 1000 years, assuming
initial reservoir level equal to MNL, was 7063 and 7064 years for the maximum reservoir water
level and maximum outflow frequency curve, respectively.

• For the case study, we found out that the effect of the initial reservoir level on the maximum
reservoir water level, and the maximum outflow frequency curve had a small uncertainty
(less than 2.1%) for return periods below 1000 years, by using 100,000 inflow hydrographs
and 100,000 initial reservoir levels.

• Within the case study, the global risk index reduced its value by 91% (if the variable initial
reservoir level was accounted for) from 1968.9 × 103 (initial reservoir level equal to maximum
normal level) to a median value of 175.1 × 103 euros (variable initial reservoir level).

• The uncertainty associated with the initial reservoir level fluctuation when calculating the global
risk index was 4.2% (values ranging from 163.7 to 191.6 thousands of euros).
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The proposed methodology was applied to one case study and dam configuration. Thus,
extrapolation of results requires further work and applications to different case studies. Further
research can be focused on the following topics:

• In order to account for the continuous variability in the natural processes and reservoir levels,
a continuous modeling approach can be proposed. Thus, generation of stochastic weather
forcing [32], coupled with a continuous hydrological model [33] can characterize, with a more
accurate method, the seasonality of flood events (and therefore, is helpful for the definition of
seasonal flood control levels). Furthermore, coupling the continuous hydrological forcing model
with reservoir operations policies, permits the assessment of the impact of prior events on the
initial reservoir levels, immediately before the maximum annual flood, providing a more reliable
procedure to assess the effect of the initial reservoir level on dam safety.

• Within a continuous modeling framework, the impact of climate change on risk analysis can be
assessed. For instance, stochastic weather generators can be perturbed, in order to assess the
impact of climate change in flood events [32]. Additionally, future modifications in land use
can be considered on the model framework [34], which, combined with population growth and
changes in reservoir operation policies, can affect the complete cycle of dam risk assessment [2].

• Uncertainty associated with dam and downstream safety due to initial reservoir level might be
assessed in other case studies, in order to propose simple indicators for dam risk assessment, in a
way similar to Fluixá-Sanmartín et al. [35].

• By simulating the operation of the reservoir, initial reservoir level distributions can be obtained
from the current operation of the reservoir, instead of from historical records [16,17]. By using the
meteorological seasonal predictions and streamflow forecasts of the current year [36,37], a forecast
distribution of the initial reservoir levels can be obtained and used as input for the dam risk model.

• Finally, influence of the initial reservoir level on the definition of flood control levels [17] can be
economically assessed with a similar approach as the one presented in this paper. Thus, optimal
flood control levels could be defined by combining an economic risk index related to water
demand supply reliability [38], with the global risk index presented, herein, related to dam and
downstream river safety.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript (sorted alphabetically).

A Area of the watershed in km2

ARMA Autoregressive moving average model
COD Crest of dam
Costbreak Damage cost if the dam fails
D Damage function
DFL Design Flood Control Level
DMO Damage function associated to Maximum Outflows
DMWRL Damage function associated to Maximum Water Reservoir Levels
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EAD Expected annual damage
FCL Flood Control Level
GEV Generalized Extreme Value function
IF Failure risk index
IMF Instantaneous maximum flow
INF Non failure risk index
IQR Interquartile range
IR Global risk index
L-MOM L-Moments technique
m.a.s.l Meters above sea level
MDF Maximum annual mean daily flow
MNL Maximum Normal Level
MO Maximum Outflows
MWRL Maximum Water Reservoir Level
MWRLTR=1000y Maximum Water Reservoir Level that corresponds to a return period of 1000 years
p Probability of exceedance
p(break|MWRLi) Probability of overtopping failure conditioned to reaching a certain level in the reservoir
p(MWRLMAX ≥
COD|MWRLi)

Probability of reaching the reservoir level at crest of dam once a certain reservoir level has
been reached during a flood event

PFFC Peak flow frequency curve
Q1 First quartile (25% percentile)
Q2 Median
Q3 Third quartile (75% percentile)
Sc. 1 Scenario in which initial reservoir level was set equal to Maximum Normal Level
Sc. 2 Scenario in which initial reservoir level was set equal to Flood Control Level
Sc. 3 Scenario in which initial reservoir level was considered variable
Tr Return period

TrVAR.
Return period in Scenario 3 which corresponds to the same variable value of return period
1000 years in Scenario 1

VEM Volumetric Evaluation Method
VFC Volume frequency curve
Zo Initial reservoir level prior to a flood event
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